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Columns from the Framax Xlife construction kit

Universal panels from the framed formwork systems are ideal for forming varied cross-sections of columns in a 2” increment – without needing a dedicated column formwork system on the site.

Flexible, fast forming
with Framax Xlife universal panels

Fast and efficient working, thanks to
- column cross-sections of up to 42”
- flexible adaptation in 2” increments
- panels are quick to assemble and reset

Enhanced safety
using Ladder system XS and column formwork platform

Safety right from the start, thanks to
- safe workplace access routes for climbing up and down
- safe handling for attaching and detaching the formwork
- safe working during pouring operations

Reduced quantities and costs
thanks to flexibility

The versatile universal panels can be used for
- columns, corners, bulkheads and wall junctions and also as Framax Xlife wall elements

Framax Xlife universal panels are available in widths of 3'-0” (90 cm) and 4'-0” (122 cm) and in panel heights of 3'-0” (90 cm), 4'-8” (135 cm), 8'-10” (270 cm).